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This research examines a two-way relay network consisting of two transceivers and
multiple parallel relays, which are equipped with single antennas and operate in a half-
duplex mode. In this system, the two transceivers prefer to exchange their information via
relays. It is assumed that the relays have the full instantaneous channel state information
(CSI) and relay the signals using the amplify-and-forward (AF) method.
The performance of two AF bi-directional network beamforming schemes, namely
multiple access broadcast channel (MABC) strategy and time division broadcast chan-
nel (TDBC) protocol, under joint optimal power control and beamforming design are
studied and compared. To do so, we first design a TDBC-based bi-directional network
beamformers, through minimization of the total power consumed in the whole network
subject to quality of service (QoS) constraints, for the case with a direct link between
the two transceivers. The corresponding power minimization problem is carried out over
the transceiver transmit powers as well as relay beamforming weights, thus resulting in a
jointly optimal power allocation and beamforming approach. We devise optimal second-
order cone programming based solutions as well as fast gradient-based solutions to these
problems.
Then these solutions are exploited to compare the performance of the underlying
TDBC-based approach to that of the MABC-based technique developed in [1]. This
comparison is important because the TDBC approach appears to have certain advan-
tages which can be exploited towards improving the performance of two-way network
beamforming. These advantages include the additional degree of freedom as well as the
possibility of benefitting from the availability of a direct link between the two transceivers.
Interestingly, in the absence of a direct link between the two transceivers, we show that
when the QoS constraints are imposed to meet certain given probabilities of un-coded er-
ror (or, equivalently, to meet certain signal-to-noise ratio constraints), these two schemes
perform closely in terms of the minimum total transmit power. However, when the QoS
iv
constraints are used to guarantee certain given rates, the MABC-based scheme outper-
forms the TDBC counterpart. In the case when a direct link exists between the two
transceivers, the TDBC-based approach can outperform the MABC-based method pro-
vided that the direct link is strong enough.
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Historically, the use of wireless communication began by the use of methods such as
smoke signaling, torch signaling, signal flares, flashing mirrors and semaphore flags. The
contributions of Maxwell and Hertz are essential cornerstones leading to the invention
of wireless communications as we know it today. Radio communication was born in
1895 when Guglielmo Marconi demonstrated a novel communication between ships in
England. This technology grew rapidly, resulting in the widespread use of radio and TV
throughout the world. In the following decades, the evolution of the popular understand-
ing of wireless communications, which is also known as mobile communications, provided
the means to have a personal communication service [4], [5]. In the past 3 decades, wire-
less communications have been one of the significant success stories, not only in terms
of progress in the scientific field, but also from the marketing size and impact on the
society [6].
Wireless networks are however, prone to fading of the signal strength. Different methods
have been proposed to mitigate the effects of fading thereby improving the performance
of the network. Diversity is one such technique.
1
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1.1.1 Diversity
In cases where two or more communication channels are available, scientists exploit
diversity schemes to enhance the reliability of a signal. Diversity is the key technique
for combatting fading [7] and co-channel interference [8], as well as for avoiding error
bursts [9]. Contrary to equalization, diversity does not demand any training overhead.
There are several diversity implementations as explained below:
• Time (Temporal) diversity: In this type of diversity, due to channel time vari-
ations, more than one semi-copy of the signal is repeatedly transmitted at different
time slots. To avoid error bursts, a redundant forward error correction code may be
applied. The time distance between two transmissions for having a sufficient decor-
relation must be at least 1
2νmax
, where νmax is the maximum doppler frequency.
Three methods are used to identify time diversity: repetition coding, automatic
repeat request, and combination of interleaving and coding [6].
• Space (Spatial) diversity: In spatial diversity, the signal is transmitted over
several different propagation paths. In wireless transmission, spatial diversity may
be obtained using multiple transmit antennas (transmit diversity) and/or multi-
ple receive antennas (receive diversity). In particular, phased antenna arrays are
exploited for beamforming, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels and
spacetime coding . The first factor in constructing the spatial diversity antennas is
to establish a relationship between the correlation coefficient and antenna spacing,
which is different for mobile station and base station antennas.
• Frequency diversity: In this type of diversity, the message is transmitted exploit-
ing several frequency channels or is spread over a wide spectrum that is affected
by frequency-selective fading. Due to the spectral efficiency loss, it is not recom-
mended to repeat the same information using two different frequencies. Thus, a
small part of the data is transmitted in different frequencies.
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• Polarization diversity: More than one semi-copy of the signal are broadcast
and received with various polarization. On the receiver side, a combining diversity
scheme is applied. Unlike the other diversity types, polarization diversity does not
demand a minimum distance between the antenna elements.
• Receiver Diversity: At the receiver, different methods can be applied to effec-
tively combine the signals from multiple paths. Some of these methods are outlined
below:
1. Multiuser (Selection) diversity: Multiuser diversity is achieved by oppor-
tunistic user scheduling where the best receiver is chosen based on the quality
of service at either the transmitter or the receiver.
2. Switched diversity: Selection criteria such as signal to noise ratio (SNR),
power, and bit error rate (BER), of the diversity branches leads to either in-
crease in hardware complexity or reduced spectral efficiency. The switched
diversity solution just monitors the active diversity branch and when the se-
lection criterion is less than a given threshold, the receiver switches to another
antenna [6].
3. Cooperative (combining) diversity: This method obtains antenna diver-
sity gain by exploiting the cooperation of relay nodes. Diversity gain and
beamforming gain are the advantages obtained in the use of multiple anten-
nas. Diversity gain exploits the fact that it is unlikely for all signal paths to
be in deep fade at the same time. On the other hand, beamforming gain is
obtained by averaging these signals over noise resulting in a larger SNR output
than that of a single antenna element.
In signal processing, beamforming means combining the information at the
source of signal for having a better QoS and also to reduce interference. This
is done by adjusting the amplitude and phase known as the complex weight
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of the antenna. It is a spatial diversity technique passing only the signal of
interest and attenuating all others from different directions. Beamforming can
be implemented in a distributed manner where the same signal is transmitted
over multiple cooperating antennas placed at different locations. The trans-
mit antennas adjust their carrier frequencies and phases so that the signals
combine constructively at the receiver. Distributed transmit beamforming can
increase the range of transmission, reduce transmit power of each source an-
tenna and also reduce the amount of energy propagated in unwanted paths In
the wireless relay network, beamforming is exploited by multiplying appropri-
ate complex weight by the signal at each relay. These weights can be equal or
can be determined in such a way that the system capacity will be maximized
or some other criteria.
1.1.2 Cooperation Diversity
In point-to-point communication such as that between a laptop and an access point in
local area networks(LANs), only two nodes are involved in constructing the communi-
cation. The cooperation of user devices for delivering a message is called cooperative
diversity. Relay networks have attracted a lot of interests because of their capability of
improving the transmission capacity and providing the spatial diversity for single-antenna
receivers by employing the relay nodes as virtual antennas. Another definition of coop-
eration diversity is user cooperation, where each user relays the other user’s message
signal in relay-assisted networks. This effort reduces the hardware complexity of placing
multiple antennas into a small-size user device.
Relays can be classified under two categories [6]:
• Dedicated relays: Relays only assist the network to exchange the data and never
work as a source or destination.
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• Peer nodes acting as relays: In this case, devices such as mobile handsets,
sensor nodes, etc. change their role and act as relays depending on the situation.
Application of Cooperative Networks
We summarize the application of cooperative wireless network as it follows
• Wireless Ad-hoc networks: In an interference limited and noisy environment,
unreliable communication paths hinder the wireless communication. Cooperative
communication enhances the transmission reliability by deploying a set of nodes
to help the source to deliver the signals in a cooperative way. In fact, coopera-
tion among the nodes is an important factor in addressing the signal fading and
interference in wireless systems [10].
• Cooperative sensing for cognitive radio: Spectrum sensing plays an important
role on warranting functionality in cognitive radio networks. Because of the channel
fading, the existence of a primary radio may not be detected by an individual
cognitive radios. In [11], the authors introduce optimal cooperation methods for
spectrum sensing to mitigate the effects of catastrophic channel and device glitches.
• Wireless sensor networks: Sensor networks have been classified under the same
model as ad-hoc networks. Wireless sensor networks consist of some power-limited
sensor nodes which work as a group to achieve the same goal. Cooperation and
energy efficiency are the most important topics in sensor networks because it is
desired that the system has a long lifetime after utilization [12].
Relaying Methods
In relay networks, relay nodes assist the source node to send the information to the
destination. Based on the process which operates on the received signal at the relays
before broadcasting, we can identify the following relaying strategies:
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• Amplify and Forward scenario (AF): In this technique relays retransmit a
scaled version of the received signal. Due to the simple implementation, such that
the relays do not require any complex computation, this method has attracted
much attention [13].
• Decode and Forward scenario (DF): The relays decode the message(s) from
the user(s) before re-encoding them for transmission. This approach needs a full
code-book(s) from the source(s) and requires a lot of computation at the relays [13].
• Compress and Forward scenario (CF): The job of the relays in this scheme
is not as simple as the AF method nor as highly complicated as the DF method.
In this approach relays exploit the channel output distribution to compress the
received signal, then retransmit the quantized and compressed version of the signal.
Contrary to the DF method, this scheme does not require the full code-book at the
relays [13].
• Filter and Forward scenario (FF): In this approach each relay retransmits a
filtered received signal to both transceivers. In this scenario, all of the relays are
equipped with the finite impulse response (FIR) filters. Signals passed through the
relay FIR filters, to compensate for the frequency selective channel effects [14].
Relay Network Topology
Relay network topologies are classified as listed below:
• Single Relaying: only one relay assists the source(s) to broadcast the signals [13],
see Fig. 1.1.
• Serial Relaying (multi-hop Networks): Several serial relays aid the receiver(s)
to receive the information from the source(s). Serial relaying is usually used when
the distance between the source(s) and destination(s), compared to the wavelength,
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ReceiverTransmitter Relay
Figure 1.1: Single Relay Network
ReceiverTransmitter R1 R2 R3
Figure 1.2: Serial Relay Network
are too long or due to the shadowing, communication with the help of just one relay
is impossible. For instance in [15], authors studied a serial cooperative communi-
cation system with DF relaying over Nakagami fading channels, see Fig. 1.2.
• Parallel Relaying: Parallel relaying refers to a network where a collection of
parallel relays help to deliver a signal. The authors of [1] consider this topology for
their work. Usually beamforming and relay selection approaches are designed for
these types of networks, see Fig. 1.3.
• Hybrid Relaying: This kind of relaying is a combination of the serial and parallel
relaying, see Fig. 1.4.
1.1.3 Two Way Communications
Shannon studied two-way communication [2] where two nodes wish to exchange their
data through a channel, see Fig. 1.5.
He demonstrated that for a memoryless discrete channel, there is a convex region
named achievable rate region which for any point (R1, R2) in this region there exist a













Figure 1.4: Hybrid Relay Network














Figure 1.6: Shannon Achievable Rate Region [2]
code with rates arbitrarily close to R1 and R2, and with arbitrarily small error probability.
This curve can be expressed by a limiting expression involving mutual information of long
input and output sequences. The inner and outer bounds for this curve were derived see
Fig. 1.6.
One of the difficulties in designing a two-way link is that a full-duplex antenna is needed
for both transceivers to be capable of sending and receiving signals simultaneously. This
is more complex than the half-duplex antenna which either sends or receives data during
each time slot.
1.1.4 Two-Way Relay Networks
The ideas of two-way communication (which results in spectrum efficiency), and coop-
erative communications (which mitigates fading effects and interference),were combined
leading to the introduction of a new class of communication schemes called two-way
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(bidirectional) relay networks. In this type of communication, two transceivers wish to
exchange their data with the help of the relays. Using these relays allow the transceivers
(and relays) to utilize the half-duplex antennas.
There are basically three scenarios used in two-way relay-assisted communications.
• Conventional method: This traditional approach requires four time slots, and
in fact, is equivalent to two unidirectional relaying schemes. At the first time slot
T1 transmits its signal to the relay. Then the relay retransmits a processed version
of this signal to T2 at the second time slot. The same approach is used in the third
and fourth time slots for sending data from T2 to T1, see Fig. 1.7(a).
• Time Division BroadCast (TDBC) method: In the first two phases of this
three time-slot technique, T1 and T2 send their information to the relay consecu-
tively, and in the last phase, the relay combines the second and fourth stage of the
conventional scenario and broadcast this combination of the received signals to the
transceivers, see Fig. 1.7(b).
• Multiple Access BroadCast (MABC) method: Combining the first two stages
in TDBC technique leads us to the introducing of another method which consists of
just two phases. In this scheme, both T1 and T2 send their information to the relay
simultaneously at the first time slot and the relay transmits a combination of these
signals to both transceivers in the second time-slot. So T1 and T2 can determine
the other signal by exploiting the knowledge of their own respective signals, see
Fig. 1.7(c).
Side-Information
Side-information is one of the main differences between the TDBC method and MABC
approach. By the above definition of TDBC technique, at the first time slot, T2 and
at the second time slot, T1 are quiet. So they can listen to the signals which are sent















Phase 1 Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 2
Phase 2 Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 3 Phase 3
Phase 4
Figure 1.7: Bidirectional Relaying Schemes
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TDBC T1 Relay T2
Phase 1 Speak Listen Listen
Phase 2 Listen Listen Speak
Phase 3 Listen Speak Listen
Table 1.1: Status of each node considering the direct link in TDBC scheme
Scheme Side information Interference
Two-time-slot not present present
Three-time-slot present not present
Table 1.2: Comparison of MABC and TDBC Scenarios
from the other side at the corresponding time slots via a direct link between the two
transceivers. This information, can be combined with the signal received from the relay
in the other phases to increase the performance of the network or improve decoding.
This information is called side information [13]. Therefore, a new structure for TDBC
technique can be expressed as shown in Table 1.1. Table 1.2 summarizes the differences
between the TDBC and MABC schemes.
1.2 Motivation
A common understanding shared by almost all aforementioned published results is that
the MABC approach offers an improved spectral efficiency when compared to the TDBC
strategy. In fact, a first glance at Fig. 1.7 suggests that the bandwidth efficiency increases
from top to bottom. However, such a comparison ignores the fact that in this figure, the
degrees of freedom decreases, and at the same time, the level of interference at the relays
increases from top to bottom. These observations suggest that there has to be a tradeoff
between bandwidth efficiency, interference cancelation (or equivalently, quality of service
at the transmitters), and relay power consumption. The goal of this thesis is to examine
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this tradeoff and to shed light on the performance of TDBC and MABC approaches.
While this trade-off analysis is important on its own, there is another aspect of these two
approaches which is very interesting to investigate. This aspect has to do with the fact
the TDBC approach (and conventional method) allows the two transceivers exchange
information directly in the first two time slots (i.e., in the time division phase), if a direct
link exists between them. In previous studies, it is usually assumed that this direct link
is non-existent due to shadowing or distance between the communicating transceivers.
Indeed, in each of the first two time slots, one of the transceivers is transmitting and the
other one is not, thus the “quiet” transceiver can “listen” to the transmitting transceiver
and use, to its own benefit, the corresponding received signal in combination with the
signals it receives from the relays to recover its desired information more reliably. How-
ever, in the MABC approach, such a direct link communication is not possible as the two
transceivers transmit and receive simultaneously. Based on these facts, comparing the
TDBC- and MABC-based network beamforming techniques is important because the
TDBC method offers certain advantages which can result in improved performance of
two-way network beamforming as compared to the MABC approach. These advantages
include the additional degrees of freedom as well as the possibility of benefitting from
the availability of a direct link between the two transceivers. While such a comparison
can include the four-phase scheme, in this research we restrict our study to the TDBC
and MABC schemes as these two competing schemes are well-studied among the two-way
network beamforming techniques.
Note that in the case where the two transceivers can receive good direct link signals from
each other, deploying relays can still improve the performance, i.e., it reduces the total
transmit power and/or improves a superset of that of the optimization problem when
the relays are not deployed. The basic idea in our work is that the MABC approach
cannot benefit from the existence of such a direct link, regardless of its strength, due to
the fact that the nodes are half duplex. The TDBC approach can however benefit from
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the existence of such a link.
1.3 Objective
In this thesis, we consider the AF two-way relay network and propose a novel TDBC
system model which benefits from the direct link and we derive jointly the beamformer
and power allocation to minimize the total network power based on given SNR thresholds.
We compare the performance of this method to the MABC approach as well.
1.4 Methodology
We model a two-way relay network consisting of two transceivers and nr relays. It is
assumed that this system operates in a TDBC scenario and that there is a direct link
between the two transceivers. In this work we have used the ML decoder to combine
the information received from the relays and the direct link. Our goal is to find the
beamforming weights at the relays as well as the transmit powers at two transceivers,
such that the total transmit power in the whole network is minimized, while the received
SNRs at the transceivers is greater than the given thresholds. We turn this optimization
problem into an un-constrained problem and solve this power minimization problem by
the quiet fast gradient based steepest descent algorithm. The advantage of this pro-
posed technique is that the complexity of the steepest descent method for one variable
is O(ǫ−2), where ǫ > 0 is the absolute precision of the final objective function value. So
the complexity for our quadratic form optimization problem is O(n2/
√
ǫ), where n is the
number of variables. However, this approach may lead to a local minimum. Thus we pro-
pose the second order cone programming(SOCP) approach to find the global minimum
of the main two constraint optimization problem. Nonetheless, the complexity of SOCP
technique is O(n3), which is inferior to the gradient based steepest descent algorithm for
constant ǫ.
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1.5 Thesis Organization
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 previous studies on co-
operative communication and relaying strategies are studied. Our detailed methodology
is presented in Chapter 3, where, we first present the data model for the TDBC scheme
with a direct link between the two transceivers in Section 3.1 and in Section 3.2, we
review the total transmit power minimization approach to obtain the relay beamforming
weights as well as the transceiver transmit powers for the TDBC approach. In addition,
we present the optimal solution as well as quasi-optimal gradient-based technique in this
section. We perform trade off analysis via numerical examples in Chapter 4 and conclude
the paper in Chapter 5.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
Cooperative communications is a novel communication paradigm that constructs inde-
pendent link between two nodes using some auxiliary relays. It is a paradigm shift for
the fourth-generation wireless system which provides high data rates to all nodes in the
system. Furthermore it is predicted that this technique will be an important aspect for
the fifth-generation wireless systems [16].
2.1 A Brief Survey of Relaying Methods
In this section, we provide an overview of different relaying methods, specially in two-way
relay networks, such as DF method, CF scheme, FF scenario, and AF protocol.
2.1.1 DF Method
In DF method, which is also known as regenerative relaying scheme, the relay decodes
the signals received from transceivers and generates a signal to broadcast through the
channel. For one-way relay networks, three kinds of DF relaying are classified: Basic DF,
selection DF, and the demodulate-and-forward relaying. In the basic DF scheme, at the
second phase, the relay forwards the generated message, which it receives during the first
16




Figure 2.1: XOR method, phase 1
T1 T2
Relay
x1 ⊕ x2 x1 ⊕ x2
Figure 2.2: XOR method, phase 2
phase of transmission. However,in Selection DF, if the relay is not able to successfully
decode the message in phase one, the source is allowed to retransmit the message during
the second phase of transmission. Finally, the demodulate-and-forward relaying scheme
where the relay demodulates and forwards the message on a symbol-by-symbol basis can
be employed. Based on the operation at the relay, DF method can be classified as below
• Exclusive-OR (XOR) Method: In the XOR Decode-and-Forward method, transceiver
T1 wants to transmit the packet X1 to the node T2 with the aid of the relay R and
packet X2 will be transmitted to the T1 such that the relay uses the operation
exclusive-or (XOR) for mixing both data before retransmitting it to both sides.
Considering two time slot approaches, in the first time-slot, T1 and T2 send their
information to the relay simultaneously and in the broadcast phase, the relay sends
the message Xr := X1⊕X2 (⊕ denotes the XOR function). So at each transceiver,
using their own transmitting and received packet, the message from the other end
will be decoded(see Figs. 2.1, 2.2). A similar scenario runs for the three-time-slot
scheme,the difference being that the MAC phase consists of two phases, and each
phase is allocated for sending the data from one transmitter to the relay.
The achievable rate regions of the MABC scheme for a half-duplex two-way relay
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channel which uses XOR-DF protocol was derived in [17]. This achievable rate
region is in general larger than the achievable rate region which can be obtained
by using the network coding principle.
• Superposition Method: A superposition encoding method which superimposes both
codewords of node T1 and T2 in a two-way relay network, is proposed in [18]. In
this method, at the first time slot, both nodes T1 and T2 send their symbols, x1
and x2, respectively, and the relay node decodes them, using the code-book then
at the broadcast phase, the relay re-encodes the symbols. The relay transmits the
re-encoded symbol with an average transmit power βPr to T1 and (1− β)Pr to T2,
where pr is the average transmit power at the relays and β is a normalized factor
for allocating the power. This method is extended to the case where each node is
equipped with multiple antennas in [19] and the achievable rate region was derived.
Authors in [20] introduce the superimposed XOR scheme specifically for those channels
whose data is asymmetric in the broadcast time slot of bidirectional relaying. This pre-
sented technique is based on both XOR and symbol-level superposition coding. The
simulation results show that the performance of the provided scheme in terms of average
maximum sum-rate and service delay over the fading Gaussian channels, gives a better
performance compared to the existing bitwise XOR method and symbol-level superposi-
tion coding method.
Reference [18] considers a communication network consisting of two transceivers, T1 and
T2, and two relays, R1 and R2 and assumes that due to shadowing, the direct link between
source and destination does not exist. They compare AF and DF strategies for this two
path unidirectional system and show that by this method, the circumvent pre-log factor 1
2
in the achievable rate region, which occurs by using the half-duplex antenna, is possible.
Then the authors considered a two-way relay network using a single half-duplex antenna
relay and determine the sum-rate of both AF and DF methods. It is shown that the
sum-rate of the AF relay channels achieves the rate of one-way full-duplex AF channels
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but for the DF method, it depends on the network geometry.
Reference [21] considers an MABC scenario for two-way relay networks. A new itera-
tive decoding method was designed for arbitrary linear channel coding and the computer
experiment results indicate that this scenario improves the performance of the system
compared to other existing network coding scenarios.
The authors of [22] worked on two-way relay systems with MABC scheme and a new
iterative decoding process is proposed for the physical-layer network coding scenario.
Furthermore, they extend the two-way relaying scenario to the distributed MIMO multi-
hop systems.
Assuming that the relay in a physical layer network coding modulated two-way relay
network has perfect channel information, a transmission strategy is introduced in [23]
subject to a power constraint. The outage probability and the system throughput for
this optimal scheme was investigated in the simulations.
Reference [24] studies the error performance of the physical layer network coding scheme
in two-way relay networks for binary phase shift keying (BPSK) over rayleigh fading
channels without channel coding. It is assumed that both transceivers and the relay
have a single antenna and work in a half-duplex mode. Utilizing the classical Euclidean
distance rule is not possible due to the complexity of the ML detection metric of the
multiple access channel (MAC) at the relay. So the authors approximate the ML de-
tection metric by adopting the max-log approximation. Moreover, they determine the
closed-form of a tight upper and lower bounds for the average symbol error probability
of the MAC at the relay. In addition, tight upper and lower bounds in closed-form for
the end-to-end average BER are obtained.
Reference [25] analyzes the impact of the degree of coordination assuming that a two-
way relay communication is disturbed by an unknown varying interference, which has a
dramatic impact on the communication. It is shown that by allowing a relay-to-receivers
coordination, communication can be operated in such situations where the conventional
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four time-slot technique fails.
2.1.2 CF Method
Compress-and-Forward method was first proposed in [26] for the one-way relaying full-
duplex channel. The main idea of this method which is also called Estimate-and-Forward
(EF), Observe-and-Forward and Quantize-and-Forward is that we can transmit a quan-
tized, estimated or compressed version Ŷi of the channel output Yi, of the transceiver Ti to
the destination. The destination can combine this received data with its own output and
take advantage of the correlation between different outputs. In contrast to DF scenarios,
the relay in CF need only to extract, from its observation, the information that is most
relevant to the decoding at the terminal and not decode perfectly the source message.
Reference [27] applied the CF strategy as well as the DF strategy for the MIMO relay
protocol and Gaussian relay channels. As mentioned in this study, in the DF method,
the source message is decoded and forwarded to the destination by the relays. In the
MIMO case, transmitters cooperate and each receiver uses several of its past channel
outputs to successively decode the message. In the CF method, the relays take advan-
tage of the statistical dependence between their channel outputs and the destinations
channel outputs, and send their channel output to the destination. They show that the
DF strategy achieves the ergodic capacity with phase fading if the relays are closer to
the source nodes and the phase information are available locally.
Aref et. al. in [28] present a new generalization of the CF method for uni-directional
relay networks. In the offset decoding which is proposed in this paper, the destination
considers an order partition of relays and decode the information of any partition by the
aid of previous partitions. The fact that the code-book generation at the relays are not
independent, assist the authors in deriving the CF rate with more flexible constraints.
Study [29] proposes a Decode-Estimate-Forward strategy which is comparable to the
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classical DF and Decode-Amplify-Forward scenarios in terms of the mean square error
(MSE) and BER criteria. In addition, the advantages of the log likelihood ratios on the
exact distribution of the receiving data in the EF and decode-estimate-forward strategies
are shown in the simulations. Reference [30] considers the memoryless relay networks,
where the information transmitted by a relay just depends on the last received signal on
that relay and uses the concept of the minimum mean squared uncorrelated error esti-
mation for the SNR optimization problem. The authors propose the EF relaying method
and then compare the AF, DF, and EF methods for the unidirectional relaying types,
parallel relaying schemes, serial relay networks and hybrid relaying cases and the benefit
of using EF method over AF and DF scenarios is shown.
Reference [31] concludes that the DF relaying methods are more useful for the relays
which are close to the source while the CF relaying schemes are more useful for the re-
lays which are close to the destination. This conclusion gives rise to the idea that we
can use a hybrid strategy in the case of a network where the distance between the relays
and two transceivers are not equal. The authors of [13] introduced this mixed-forward
scheme for relaying and compare this technique with other approaches.
2.1.3 FF Method
The study in [14] considers relay-assisted half-duplex networks with frequency selective
channels and introduces a novel distributed cooperative beamforming technique, where
each relay retransmits a filtered version of its received signal to both transceivers. This
scenario is based on minimizing the total relay resources subject to the QoS requirements
for both transceivers. This convex problem was solved using the SOCP approach, and
the numerical results revealed that the filter-and-forward relaying scheme outperform the
conventional AF relaying scenario.
Reference [32] considers an MABC bidirectional relay network which consists of two
transceivers and multiple relays. The authors considered FF beamforming using a single
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carrier transmission over a frequency-selective channel. They optimized the FF beam-
forming filter to maximize the minimum signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR)
subject to a relay transmit power constraint.
2.1.4 AF Method
As we mentioned before, in the AF method, relays need not have knowledge of the encod-
ing or modulation schemes employed at the source. In addition to simplicity, in situations
where the quality of the source-relay link is guaranteed to be reliable and decoding at the
relay is insufficient, AF schemes are also desirable. In this situation, scaling the analog
signal preserves soft information that can be further used at the terminals. A random
bidirectional relaying approach without need for channel estimation at the relays using
a maximum ratio transmission was considered in [33]. The simulation results show that
this method which uses two antennas, gives us higher capacity than the regular two and
four time slot schemes.
Authors of [34] assume that they have a two-way AF relay system and analyze the
BER performance and derive theoretical BER over asymmetric Nakagami-m channel for
both two-time-slot and four-time-slot scenarios. This investigation was implemented us-
ing both the average power scaling and instantaneous power scaling constraints. They
concluded that the performance of the two-time-slot scheme is comparable with the tra-
ditional four-time-slot scheme.
In [35], both directional and bidirectional AF half-duplex relaying are studied. It is in-
teresting that contrary to common believes that the two-way AF half-duplex relaying is
always better than one-way in terms of rate, the authors of this paper show that depend-
ing on the definition of the total power constraint and the SNR, sometimes this is not
true.
Authors of [36] maximize the ratio combining of the down- and up-link channels, channel
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gain equalization and phase rotation of the received data at the relays, then propose a
new cooperative scenario for bidirectional relay networks.
Two new power allocation schemes for the two-way AF relaying over the rayleigh fading
channels which use the MABC protocols, are proposed in [37]. First one was subject to
the upper bound of the average sum-rate and another one was subject to yield the trade-
off of outage probability between two transceivers. Simulations reveal the performance
improvements of these two methods compared to the conventional power allocation ap-
proaches.
The performance of a proposed analog network coding scheme with differential mod-
ulation using the AF method for two-way relay networks was analyzed. For a better
performance, the optimal power allocation between the sources and terminals was deter-
mined in [38].
The bottleneck error exponent which is the worst exponent decay between two paths was
studied in [39] to investigate the tradeoff between the rate pairs and information-exchange
reliability of the two nodes in a two-way AF relay channel. They also in [40] and [41]
present two optimal resource allocation to maximize the bottleneck error exponent. First
they find the optimum rate allocation subject to the sum-rate constraint. Assuming that
the information of capacity and cutoff rate of each link is known, the closed-form of quasi
optimal solution was derived. Then the problem of optimum power allocation subject
to the total power constraint was determined with the help of the SOCP. Numerical
results were obtained to show the effectiveness of optimal rate pair and power allocation
in maximizing the bottleneck error exponent.
An outage-optimal opportunistic relaying for an AF-based bidirectional relay channel is
presented in [42]. The motivation of this work comes from the fact that when compared
to ergodic channels, the outage probability of non-ergodic channels are more suitable and
also the opportunistic relaying technique worked well for one-way networks. Also a tight
closed-form lower bound for this outage probability is obtained in [43]. The researchers
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show that there is at most 1 dB difference between this lower bound and the actual
performance of the system.
2.2 MIMO and OFDM Relaying Channels
Cooperative diversity can be exploited on many transmission systems such as orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and MIMO systems. In this section, we make
a brief review on the application of relaying methods specifically AF and DF, in MIMO
and OFDM systems.
2.2.1 MIMO Networks
The ability to achieve spatial diversity gains without employing multiple antennas on
each terminal is one of the main advantages of cooperative communications . However,
if the end-points are equipped with multiple antennas, more design flexibility would be
available and more spatial degrees of freedom can be exploited.
DF in MIMO Systems
In [44] researchers applied the DF strategy for the MIMO relay channels. They derive
the upper and lower bounds for the capacity of MIMO channels assuming fixed channel
conditions using convex programming. They generalize the study to the rayleigh fading
channel and the upper and lower bound on the ergodic capacity is derived as well.
• Diversity and Multiplexing Tradeoff (DMT) The inherent tradeoff between
diversity and multiplexing gains is a fundamental concept in MIMO wireless com-
munications. It has been known that, one must tradeoff certain degrees of freedom
available in the system and sacrifice the ability to achieve higher transmission rates
to increase diversity gains. Also, one must tradeoff the exponential decay rate of
the error probability, in order to achieve a faster increase in transmission rate, with
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respect to the transmit power.
The authors of [45] emphasize the DMT and consider a power allocation for half-
duplex two-way relay networks using partial CSI at the transceivers assuming that
a direct link between them exists. They show that DF bidirectional relaying, when
the multiplexing gain is high, does not suffer from a diversity loss. In contrast to
the no direct link case, power control with CSI feedback from relay to transceivers
improve the performance over systems without CSI power control.
They also in [46], adapting the number of channel uses for each relaying phase
and allocating resource according to the limited channel state information in the
transmitter (CSIT) is shown to result in enhancing the DMT. Power control is
instrumental to efficiently use CSI feedback from transceivers to relay, resulting in
superior performance that matches corresponding upper bounds in certain cases in
the absence of a direct link between the transceivers. In the presence of a direct
link, it is known that DF does not suffer from a diversity loss when the multiplexing
gain is high, which is a significant enrichment over the dynamic DF protocol for
unidirectional relaying. The best DMT is obtained when each transceiver transmits
partial CSI to the other nodes in the system, enabling them to use their transmit
resources.
AF in MIMO Systems
An algebraic norm-maximizing (ANOMAX) transmit scheme which count amplification
matrix is introduced in [47]. In this method the Frobenius norms of the channel is maxi-
mized and in the simulations, this method is compared to the other existing transmission
strategy for the bidirectional relay networks with MIMO AF relays. Also in [48] re-
searchers consider a two-phase bidirectional relay network with a MIMO AF relay. The
main idea of this paper is that the relay amplification matrix which maximizes the sum
rate in bidirectional relaying for the general MIMO cases is not known. So the algebraic
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norm-maximizing is used for the channels’ Frobenius norms which is easier. The benefit
of this scheme is that the complexity of this method is very low. However, the perfor-
mance of this approach is very close to the upper-bound.
The two-way MIMO AF channel with multiple relays and linear minimum mean square
error (MMSE) receivers is addressed in [49]. In this paper the performance is described
by the sum MSE at the nodes. The authors assume that all of the nodes are equipped
with multiple antennas and compare three two-phase relaying strategies, namely a fixed
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix, dual channel matching, and ANOMAX .
In [50], the optimal relay beamforming in MIMO bidirectional relay-assisted channels
is investigated. The authors use a weighted sum rate as the optimization criterion and
an iterative algorithm is designed to update the relay beamformer. This algorithm is
further extended to the case of joint source and relay beamforming. It is shown that in
the iteration of the algorithms, the updates of the relay beamforming matrix and the
source beamforming matrices are polished by solving a series of quadratic programs.
Study [51] considers the two-way MIMO-AF-based relaying mesh and propose an iterative
algorithm to find a relay weighting matrix which maximizes the sum rate of bidirectional
networks. This gradient-based algorithm gives us a local optimum solution. Simulation
results show that this gradient-based result is close to the optimal solution.
Since a relay station which operates in half-duplex mode, lose the spectral efficiency of
the networks, two-way relay protocols which improve the spectral efficiency of multi-user
MIMO network is proposed in [52]. For this MABC scheme, a simple and effective linear
process was proposed and the bit error rate performance of the process was evaluated.
In [53], the researchers made an assumption that the relays are completely synchronized.
Then they propose a new AF scenario in the cooperative spatial multiplexing systems,
where the virtual antenna arrays which are formed by the sources from the available
antennas, utilize analog non-generative terminals. The sent data from the source will be
amplified and forwarded to the destination at a reduced data rate, so as to exploit the
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MIMO capacity, by the relays.
An iterative receiver for a MIMO bidirectional MABC-based relay system was provided
in [54]. This receiver consists of two loops. One is the MMSE-based iterative soft inter-
ference cancelation algorithm, and the other is the expectation conditional maximization-
based estimation algorithm. Numerical experiments demonstrate that the performance
of the proposed receiver is near that given by perfect channel information.
2.2.2 AF in OFDM-based Networks
In reference [55] an OFDM-AF bidirectional relay network where each node is equipped
with multiple antenna, is assumed. This scheme was based on a MABC scenario where
in the MAC phase the OFDMA is employed for support multiple streams, and in the
broadcast link OFDM/SDMA with linear process is employed for increasing the system
output. The authors conclude that their proposed technique achieves considerable ca-
pacity gain.
[56] considers OFDM signals over the bidirectional AF relay networks and studies the
sum-rate maximization problem with the total power constraint limiting the sum of pow-
ers of all nodes. It was shown that the proposed method which needs one-dimensional
search in the feasible powers takes advantage of the low-complexity when compared the
dual-decomposition method which needs the three-dimensional search space.
[57] considers an OFDM system in a ANC-based half-duplex bidirectional relay network
and the problem of optimum spectrum sharing and power allocation across subcarrier
and among the nodes for maximizing the achievable sum rate is addressed in this paper.
It is shown that this power allocation approach is combining of the water-filling strategy
and SNR-balancing method between the end-nodes. Also it is shown that the optimum
solution on the relay is a water-filling solution.
In [58] a cross-layer scheduling for OFDMA bidirectional AF relay networks was pro-
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posed and the rate, power, and subcarrier allocation schemes optimized to maximize the
system performance. The provided algorithm is under assumption that each relay has
only CSIT.
2.3 Cooperative Techniques for Multiple Relays
Here, we review the case where the relays form a distributed antenna array and adopt
traditional MIMO signal processing approaches, such as beamforming, antenna selection,
or space-time coding etc., to enhance the performance of the communication.
2.3.1 Distributed Space-Time Coding (DSTC)
The space-time coding concept, which was devised for multiple-antenna systems can be
exploited for communication over a wireless relay network. In DSTC, antennas of the
distributive relays act as transmit antennas for the transmitter and generate a space-time
code at the receiver. This scheme does not demand channel information at relays but
needs full channel information at the receiver. Since most relays have multiple antennas,
which are closely spaced, DSTC is suitable.
DSTC with AF Method
In [59], a differential transmission protocol, which does not require channel information
at relays nor at the destination is discussed. The authors show that Alamouti, square
real orthogonal, and Sp(2) codes can be used differentially in the system.
Reference [60] extends this protocol for relay-assisted bidirectional MABC-based net-
works over unknown block Rayleigh fading channels. Researchers derive two power allo-
cation strategies minimizing the approximate BER of distributed space-time codes in AF
mode which is shown in [61] subject to transmit power constraint assuming M-ary Phase-
Shift Keying (M-PSK) or M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) modulated,
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full-rate, and full-diversity space-time codes. Authors of [62] consider equal power allo-
cation across the relays, as well as the optimal power allocation strategy given access to
instantaneous CSI. An upper bound on the pairwise-error-probability is derived and the
result is compared to unidirectional relay networks. It is shown that the optimal power
allocation which minimizes the conditional pairwise-error-probability of the worse link
can be cast as a generalized linear fractional program, which can be solved efficiently
using the Dinkelback-type procedure in availability of instantaneous CSI at the relays.
It is also proved that the optimal power allocation will activate at most two relays if the
sum-power of the relay terminals is constrained. An MABC decode-and-forward relay
scheme using distributed linear dispersion code is provided and investigated in [63]. An
optimal resource allocation type is introduced, which distributes power appropriately
to each node based on the CSI and some distributed linear dispersion code characteris-
tics. Reference [64] emphasizes the space time coding and compares the traditional relay
scheme, MABC strategy and TDBC protocol. A novel partial decode-and-forward sce-
nario is proposed for the MABC approach. Authors show that the proposed AF methods
for N relays achieve a diversity order of min (N, T )(1− log logP
logP
) where P is the total power
of the network and T is the number of symbols sent in each phase.
[65] introduces a distributed Alamouti space-time code for relay-assisted bidirectional net-
works with a single AF relay and a closed-form expression for the approximated average
sum-rate of the proposed distributed Alamouti space-time code scenario is determined.
The contribution in [66] is to consider distributed quasi orthogonal space-time block
coding MABC bidirectional relay networks. In this technique, both open-loop and
closed-loop distributed quasi orthogonal space-time block coding with full cooperative
diversity was studied. In the open-loop type, constellation rotation is used to improve
performance, whereas two feedback terms are exploited in the closed-loop schemes. The
optimal power allocation for distributed space-time coded relay-assisted bidirectional net-
works was considered in [67]. A scaled version of the linear combinations of the received
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symbols and their conjugates is transmitted by each relay such that the scaling factor
is calculated based on automatic gain control at the relays. Authors show that solving
the optimal power allocation across relays to minimize the average conditional pairwise-
error-probability of the destination nodes is a generalized linear fractional programming
problem.
DSTC with DF Method
Researchers in [68] want to improve the performance of bidirectional relay channel com-
munications exploiting network coding and space-time coding. Network coding improves
the capacity by interference cancelation, and space-time codes use spatial diversity to
achieve higher capacity. In this paper these two protocols are joined to propose a new
class of DF relaying scheme. The theoretical and numerical works show that DF method
outperforms the existing amplify-and-decode and partial-decode-and-forward techniques.
Upper and lower bounds on symbol error probability are derived for BPSK modulation
type in [69] for a two-way relaying network which uses a physical-layer network coding
scheme with Alamouti’s space-time block coding at the two transceivers where the relay
node has just one antenna. Researchers show that a diversity order of 2 can be achieved
in this system. The optimal SNR threshold based partial decode-and-forward protocol
where relays may choose to send the demodulated symbols in form of distributed space-
time coding or to remain quiet regarding the path qualities was studied in [70]. The
authors consider the possible error of ML decoding at the relays and model a general
noise in the received SNR expression at the terminal. In the first scenario, called cen-
tralized selecting, the relaying decisions are based on all average SNRs and in the second
scenario, distributed selecting, is provided to allow every relay individually make its de-
cision based on two related average SNRs. They show that both introduced selective
partial DF relaying schemes outperform the conventional partial DF method.
[71] exploits full-rate distributed space-time codes and physical network coding to pro-
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vide an approach for TDBC-based two-way relay networks. It is proven that this method
achieves full diversity. The authors impose the sum-rate of the two-way relaying com-
munication technique and indicate that it obtains larger spectral efficiency compared to
unidirectional relaying communication. Monte Carlo simulations are employed to certify
the symbol error rate and the ergodic sum-rate of this method.
2.3.2 Relay Selection Technique
Full instantaneous CSI, must be available at the relays in order to compute the optimal
beamforming coefficients. Even though channel information can be obtained through
feedback, it is still rather difficult in practice to track the changes in phase and to co-
phase the relays signals towards the destination, especially when random frequency or
timing offsets exist at distributed terminals. Due to these difficulties, especially in the
presence of delay spread and fading effects, beamforming gains may no longer be attained
and, indeed, destructive interference may occur at the terminals. Thus, it may be fa-
vorable to have only one relay cooperate in each transmission, resulting in the so-called
selective relaying or opportunistic relaying scenarios.
Reference [72] considers the direct link between two end-nodes in a TDBC scheme, which
cannot be exploited in the MABC scheme. This reference proposes a relay selection pro-
tocol for both MABC and TDBC schemes based on minimizing the outage probabilities
standard for half-duplex two-way relay channel which consists of two terminals and multi
relay nodes. The researchers adopt the max-min criterion to maximize the minimum
mutual information of both transmission sides. A closed-form outage probability for the
MABC scheme is derived. One-integral form of outage probability and the lower bound
for the TDBC strategy is also derived in this paper.
Jing in [73] considers a two-way AF relaying network and propose a relay selection scheme
for MABC scenarios which maximize the worse receive SNR of the two end-points. An
approximation on the block error rate of the networks with two relays and any power
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condition and constellation was derived in closed-form.
Reference [74] compares the case where the same power is allocated to the nodes in a
two-way AF relay network and relay selection is used to chose the best relay node for
data transmission. It is concluded that the proposed technique gives better outage per-
formance and average throughput.
In DF selection relaying, all relays attempt to decode the source’s message during the first
phase. The relays which successfully decode the message, become candidate relays for
selection in the in the second phase. using this scheme, in each transmission period only
one relay will be selected within the decodable set of relays to forward the source’s mes-
sage. In [75], the authors consider a bidirectional network with a single relay and studies
the two-time-slot, three-time-slot and four-time-slot protocols. [75] shows that the two-
time-slot physical-layer network coding (PNC) results in a higher maximum sum-rate.
They also show that the opportunistic relaying protocol can improve the performance of
the systems.
2.3.3 Distributed Beamforming
When full instantaneous CSI, including the magnitude and phase of all channel coef-
ficients, is available at the relays, the forwarded signals can be adopted in phase to
maximize the received SNR at the terminal. This is often referred to as distributed beam-
forming.
The reference [76] considers a cooperative and cognitive radio system, where two sec-
ondary users want to swap their signals through a cognitive relay station via the bidi-
rectional relaying network. To obtain the relay beamforming and the transmit power
levels for the relay station and secondary users, the cognitive relay station uses the CSI
of channel paths from the relay station to secondary users, to achieve a better sum rate.
The orthogonal and non-orthogonal subspace projection are exploited to present the
structure of the optimal relay beamforming. Furthermore, two suboptimal beamform-
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ing schemes, based on the orthogonal projection are introduced. Moreover, the authors
propose resource control algorithms to satisfy the transmit power and interference power
constraints. Simulations present a comparison of the performance for the optimal relay
beamforming and the suboptimal beamforming, and the benefit of the optimal power
allocation was investigated.
Two AF-based schemes, a simple singular-value-decomposition and an iterative design
based on maximum SINR for bidirectional relay networks under perfect CSI, were de-
signed in [77]. The performance of the separable relay weight method was examined
using numerical methods.
Practically, a general distributed bidirectional relay network demands time synchronism.
In [78], researchers propose an approach where each relay node linearly transforms the
received mixed asynchronous signals in the MAC phase by a Toeplitz matrix, and sends
them back to the transceivers in the broadcast phase. A sufficient condition is derived
for the proposed AF to achieve full cooperative diversity using only linear receivers, such
as zero-forcing, or MMSE, at the transceivers.
For DF transmit beamforming schemes, the relays first decode the source messages and
then forward coherently the same codeword to transceivers. If the relays can perform
error-detection and cooperate only when they have successfully decoded the message,
the beamforming coefficients need only be taken to compensate for the relay-to-terminal
channel. However, if the relays are not able to perform the error-detection, the probabil-
ity of error at the relays must be take into consideration in the beamforming design. If
sufficient degrees of freedom are available for decoding the received signal at the nodes,
network coding may increase the efficiency of the communication systems [79].
Reference [80] considers a dual-cast transmission, which appears in network coding-based
bidirectional relay systems, where the relay node wishes to send network coded informa-
tion to both transceivers simultaneously. The optimal beamforming for wireless dual-cast
channels, and their achievable maximal dual-cast rate for both orthogonal and nonorthog-
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onal user channel cases, were studied in this paper. It is shown that the proposed design
of dual-cast beamforming with network coding uses the advantage of multiple antennas
at the relay node more effectively, compared to the traditional non-network-coding based
systems.
2.4 MABC and TDBC Comparison
In this section, we review some literature which compare different techniques applied
to the MABC and TDBC methods. In reference [81] Tarokh et. al. focus on a low-
complexity relaying strategy with the name detect-and-forward in the discrete channels.
This method does not need channel decoding to detect the received signal. They analyze
the achievable rate regions for digital network codings and find the optimal network code
based on maximizing the sum-rate and the protocol-rate criteria. They conclude that for
having a high QoS, the linear network codes like the XOR give us the maximum achievable
rate region and for low SNR regimes, non-linear codes like negate-or (NOR) function are
more efficient. They also assume the DF strategy for half-duplex channels in [3]. The
side-information is considered for the TDBC scheme, in other words, it is assumed that
the nodes listen when they are quiet. The fundamental bounds are determined and
the achievable rate regions for both MABC and TDBC methods are derived. In the
simulations they consider four different scenarios: direct transmission , MABC, TDBC
and hybrid BroadCast as it is shown in Fig. 2.3 and compare their outer bounds. In
study [82], the authors consider three novel classes of half-duplex relay protocols: MABC,
TDBC and multihop relay scenarios then compare DF methods with AF schemes for all
of them in additive withe Gaussian channels. They also provide a treatment of multihop
relay protocols for both DF and AF schemes. In [83] the authors extended the achievable
rate regions which are derived in [3] to frequency selective channels. It is shown that
the bidirectional coded cooperations can improve the diversity gain in the test channels
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Figure 2.3: Proposed protocols in [3]
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based on the joint tactical radio system. As reference [84] mentioned the TDBC protocol
can increase the spectral efficiency of the networks by 33% over the traditional approach.
The spectral efficiency also further increased by using the MABC scheme. In this paper
researchers derive the outage probability of PNC and opportunistic source selection and
also TDBC scheme, and compare them.
2.4.1 Beamforming for MABC scheme
It is commonly known that the MABC approach is more efficient in the use of channels
than the TDBC approach. However, its gain over the TDBC method is attenuated by
a larger probability of error due to interference. Therefore, reference [85] focuses on
the multiple access component of the MABC scenario. To take full advantage of the
MABC method, authors of this study use MIMO techniques to optimize the error rate
performance. They propose a hybrid practical MIMO pre-coding scheme and show the
ideal performance of their proposed strategy, which provides a simple and near optimal
solution to the beamforming problem.
Paper [86] assumes a bidirectional relay network, where K relays are utilized with sin-
gle antennas and operate in half-duplex mode. The authors form a selective distributed
beamforming that can be obtained at each relay using partial CSI. They show that their
proposed scheme provides near optimum performance.
To improve the achievable sum-rate, reference [87] presents a structure of the optimum
relay beamforming scenario and also a suboptimum beamforming model, based on both
orthogonal and non-orthogonal subspace projection cases. In addition, for satisfying the
transmit power and interference power constraints, a power control algorithm was intro-
duced.
The optimal transmission strategy and capacity region of the bidirectional relay networks
were investigated in [88]. The authors solve the beamforming optimization problem by
introducing an iterative algorithm. Using simulations, they show that there is a small
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difference between the achievable rate region of this algorithm and the cut-set upper
bound of the system. The motivation for using AF strategy comes from the fact that
this scheme has lower complexity and, in the presence of multiple relays, works well,
compared to other scenarios like DF, CF and partial DF, which is a combination of DF
and CF method.
Reference [89] indicates that the linear processing in multiuser bidirectional relay net-
works is more alluring than the spatial multiplexing method and [90] considers the mul-
tiuser bidirectional relay system with 2k-user and one-relay node, which use the AF
strategy to exchange data between the 2k − 1’th and 2k’th nodes (see Fig. 2.4). The
linear processing at the relay is optimized based on two criteria, zero-forcing and MMSE,
subject to a relay power constraint. Some linear forwarding methods such as eigen beam-
forming, antenna selection, random beamforming and modified equal beamforming are
compared in this paper. As the simulation part of this paper demonstrates, the eigen
beamforming gives us better sum-rates, given the number of users compared to the other
schemes. The system BER versus the number of users for both zero-forcing and MMSE
criteria for the equal gain beamforming approach, antenna selection method, and the
eigen beamforming scenario, are compared in simulations.
Reference [1] assumes a bidirectional relay network made up of two transceivers and
nr relays, which utilize single antennas and operate in half-duplex mode. The authors of
this paper investigate the optimal beamforming for this AF-MABC network. They also
assume that the links between the relays and the two transceivers are reciprocal and flat






p2f2s2 + ν (2.1)
where, x is the vector of the received signal at relays, pi and si are the transmit power
and the information symbol of Transceiver i(i = 1, 2), respectively, fi is the vector of the
channel coefficients between the relays and Transceiver i(i = 1, 2) and ν is the vector of







Figure 2.4: Multiuser two-way relay system with 2K-users and one-relay node.

















Figure 2.6: MABC scheme, phase 2
relay noises. At the second time-slot, the signal transmitted by the relay is represented
by
t = Wx (2.2)
where, W is the diagonal matrix of the weight, see Figs. 2.5 and 2.6 . The authors
assume that both transceivers have perfect knowledge of the CSI, thus they can subtract
the part of the received signal which contains their own transmitted information. These














+wHF2ν + n2︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise
, (2.4)
where n1 and n2 are the noise at Transceiver1 and 2 respectively. The received SNRs at
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here, D1 = F1F
H
1 , D2 = F2F
H
2 and h = f1 ⊙ f2, assuming all of the noises at relays and
the two transceivers are white with variance 1.
Prior works attempt to find either the optimum beamforming or solve the power allocation
problem; however, the authors of [1] successfully solve the joint beamforming and power
allocation optimization problem. This optimization problem for the given predefined




subject to SNR1 ≥ γ1 and SNR2 ≥ γ2.
Here, total transmit power pT can be represented as
pT = p1 + p2 + pr (2.8)
where, pr is the relay transmit power which is equal to E{tHt} and is a function of
w. The authors also prove that the constraints in this minimization problem would be
satisfied by equality at the optimum. Thus, they rewrite transceiver transmit powers p1
and p2 as a function of w. Therefore, the optimization problem is thereby expressed by








It was proven that at the optimum case, the phases of the different entries of w would
match the phases of the corresponding entries in h. Thus, if we suppose that α and
b are the vectors of the amplitudes of different entries of w and h, respectively, the








Reference [1] shows that this optimization problem has a unique solution; and for the
symmetric QoS constraints, the power allocated to the relays is equal to the sum of the
power allocated to the two transceivers in the optimum case. Moreover, a semi-closed
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form solution for this optimization problem was derived in [91].
The authors of [92] benefit from the result of reference [1]. A cognitive bidirectional
relay network, which consists of two primary users(transceivers), multiple cognitive ter-
minals, and one base station, was considered in this paper . It is assumed that all of
the nodes are equipped with single antennas and operate at the half-duplex mode. It is
further assumed that the two primary transceivers and cognitive terminals, which act as
relays, operate under the MABC protocol. Moreover, the relays communicate with the
base station when the primary users are not in operation. The authors use an energy
detection for spectrum sensing and provide a hypothesis detection problem to make a
decision between existence and absence of the primary signals. This criterion adjoins
the two constraints in minimization problem 2.7. Two cases were considered, where in
the first case, the new constraint satisfied with previous constraints, while in the second
case, did not satisfied with previous ones. It was shown that the overall throughput of
the cognitive bidirectional relay network is increased using this beamforming approach.
Reference [93] considers an MABC two-way relay network, consisting of two single an-
tenna transceivers and N single antenna relays. The authors derive a sum-rate and
sum-SNR expression of this system. Additionally, two suboptimal beamforming based
on minimizing sum inverse-SNRs and maximizing minimum SNR, was derived. Further-
more, performance of these two suboptimal beamforming over the equal beamforming
method was investigated. An imperfection of this work is that it does not compare
performance of the proposed suboptimal linear processing methods with the optimal
beamforming.
An MABC bidirectional relay network, consisting of two single antenna transceivers and
a relay, equipped by multiple antennas, is considered in [94]. For this system, an upper
bound for achievable rate region was derived. Furthermore, the sum-rate maximization
problem is expressed as a product of fractional quadratic functions. The authors prove
that these kinds of functions can be solved exploring the general power iterative algo-
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rithm. Numerical experience reveals the performance of this proposed technique over the
existing zero-forcing method. Moreover, outcoming is compared to the upper bound of
achievable sum-rate in AF two-way relaying protocol.
Reference [95] considers a two-way relay network consisting of two transceivers and nr
relays. Two cases, reciprocal and asymmetric channels were investigated in this study.
For both, in order to obtain the achievable rate region, the Pareto bounding, which de-
scribes all efficient weight allocations, of achievable rate pairs is expressed. However,
finding a closed form is still an open-problem. Moreover, the authors successfully find a
closed-form solution for the weighted sum inverse-SNRs minimization problem. The ex-
istence of a bijection mapping between an inverse SNR pair and a rate pair motivates the
authors to construct the achievable rate region from the inverse SNR region. The authors
characterize the achievable rate region and obtain two optimal beamforming techniques
for minimizing weighted sum inverse-SNRs, subject to the total relay transmit power
as well as individual power constraints. Additionally, some suboptimal methods, equal-
power beamforming and max-power beamforming for both reciprocal and nonreciprocal
channels, with lower complexity for design, were proposed.
Reference [96] considers a bidirectional relay network consisting of two single antenna
source nodes and a relay node, equipped by M > 2 antennas. The authors also consider
that this system works in the MABC protocol. The maximum achievable rates for both
end-to-end links of this system was derived. Moreover, an optimal beamforming struc-
ture at the relay, which obtains the capacity region of an AF-bidirectional relay network
was proposed. In the corresponding optimization problem, exploring the singular-value-
decomposition approach, sum-rate of the system is maximized subject to having total
power limitation. Because the objective function at this optimization problem is not
concave, standard convex optimization algorithms are difficult to use. Alternatively,
an engrossing concept so-called rate profile, where the ratios between each user and
their sum-rate is regulated, was explored to solve the maximization problem. Using
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this concept, the sum-rate maximization problem was turned to a total transmit power
minimization problem subject to two rate(or equivalently SNR) threshold constraints,
which was already solved in [1]. However, reference [96] solved this problem by the
help of a relaxed semi-definite program. Due to the complexity of this approach, two
suboptimal beamforming structures, that require lower complexity in implementation,
maximal-ratio-reception-and-maximal-ratio-transmission and zero-forcing-reception-and-
zero-forcing-transmission, are proposed. The match-filter-based receive and transmit
beamforming is applied in the first structure. The main advantage of the second ap-
proach ( which applies the zero-forcing-based receive and transmit beamforming, to dis-
pose of the interference) over the first approach is that it does not require any design
of the self-interference cancelation at the transceivers. Additionally, the performance of
the optimal and proposed suboptimal approaches was analyzed. It is concluded that the
first suboptimal beamforming technique is more desirable than the second one from an
implementation viewpoint.
A bidirectional relay, consisting two transceivers, utilized with single antenna, and one
relay, equipped with multiple antennas, is addressed in [97]. It is assumed that all of the
nodes operate in half-duplex mode and the system works in MABC protocol. The authors
derive a closed-form of the optimal beamforming matrix, which minimize the weighted
MSE subject to the power constraint, at the relay. Additionally, due to complexity of
the implementation, two suboptimal relay beamforming scenarios, were presented. These
two suboptimal methods are already reviewed in [96].
2.4.2 Beamforming for TDBC scheme
Reference [98] considers the same network as that in [1] and assumes that the network
operates in the TDBC protocol (see Fig. 2.4.2). The received complex vectors, x1 and
x2 , of the received signals by the relays, during the corresponding phases, are expressed















p1 f1s1 + ν1 (2.11)
x2 =
√
p2 f2s2 + ν2 , (2.12)
where ν1 and ν2 are the complex vectors of the relay noises. The complex vector of the
relay transmitted signals, t, can then be expressed as
t = w1 ⊙ x1 +w2 ⊙ x2 (2.13)
where w1 and w2 are the beamformer complex vectors, which are multiplied by the
received signal during phases 1 and 2, respectively.





















2 F2ν2 + n2︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise
, (2.15)










Figure 2.8: TDBC scheme without di-










Figure 2.9: TDBC scheme without di-






Figure 2.10: TDBC scheme, without di-
rect link, phase 3
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Assuming that all of the additive noises at relays and transceivers are white with



















where h , f1⊙ f2, and Dk = E {diag(f∗k )diag(fk)}, for k = 1, 2. The author solves a total
power minimization problem, where the received SNRs are required to be larger than




subject to SNR1 ≥ γ1 and SNR2 ≥ γ2.
Here, PT is the sum of transmit powers at the relays and transceivers. using the following
definitions,




A1 , [0 I], A2 , [I 0]
Q1 , diag(D1,D1), Q2 , diag(D2,D2),
the minimization problem (2.18) is turned to
min
p1,p2,w
















where D(p1, p2) = diag(p1D1, p2D2). It is shown that the constraints in (2.19) should be
satisfied by equality. Therefore, by representing p1, p2 and pr as functions of γ1 and γ2,
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where R2 , A
H
2 D1A2 = diag(D1, 0), R1 , A
H
1 D2A1 = diag(0,D2), h2 , A
H
1 h =
[0T hT ]T , and h1 , A
H
2 h = [h
T 0T ]T . It is also shown that at the optimum , the
phase of w matches the phase of h. Thus, assuming α, b1 and b2, are the vectors of the
amplitudes of different entries of w, h1 and h2, respectively, the minimization problem

















This optimization problem was solved by a gradient-based steepest descent algorithm.
Additionally, the optimization problem (2.19), is also solved using an SOCP approach.









By adding these new constraints, the following minimization problem is obtained
min
p1,p2





















For any fixed p1 and p2, the inner minimization can be written as
min
w
wH(D(p1, p2) + I)w (2.25)










Moreover the author show that this problem is equivalent to the following optimization




wH(D(p1, p2) + I)w (2.26)










and Im{wHAH1 h} = 0
and Im{wHAH2 h} = 0 .
This SOCP problem is solved for any feasible pair (p1, p2) by using the interior points
techniques. It is shown that the TDBC scheme is inferior to the MABC scenario in QoS
aspect, by simulations. However, this conclusion comes from the assumption that, due




In this chapter we review the joint beamforming and power allocation problem for the
TDBC method, where a direct link between two transceivers exist.
Notations: We use uppercase and lowercase boldface letters to represent matrices and
vectors, respectively. Complex conjugate, transpose, and Hermitian (conjugate) trans-
pose are represented by (·)∗, (·)T , and (·)H , respectively. We use E{·} to denote statistical
expectation. diag(A) is a vector which contains the diagonal entries of the square matrix
A and diag(a) denotes a diagonal matrix with the elements of the vector a as its diagonal
entries. Also, blkdiag(A,B) is a block diagonal matrix with matrices A and B as its
diagonal blocks. The Schur-Hadamard (element-wise) multiplication of two matrices or
two vectors is represented by ⊙ and a < 0 indicates that all entries of the vector a are
non-negative. Also | · | and ∠z represent the amplitude and the phase of the complex
number z, respectively. The notation IM stands for the M × M identity matrix and
0M×N denotes the M ×N all-zero vectors or matrices. λmax(A) represents the maximum
eigenvalue of matrix A.
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Figure 3.1: A bidirectional relay network with multiple relays considering direct link
3.1 Data Modeling
We consider a wireless relay network consisting of two transceivers and nr relay nodes.
We assume that the channel between each transceiver and each relay is frequency flat.
Moreover, suppose that the channel from a given transceiver to each relay is the same
as the channel from that relay to the same transceiver, i.e., the channels are reciprocal.
Furthermore, let fi1 (fi2) denote the reciprocal flat fading channel coefficient between
Transceiver 1 (2) and the ith relay. Each transceiver has knowledge of all channel co-
efficients {fi1}nri=1 and {fi2}nri=1, see Fig. 3.1. Also, It is assumed that all nodes are
perfectly time-synchronized and a centralized controller is responsible for calculating the
relay beamforming weights and transceiver transmit powers.
Our communication scheme consists of three time slots (phases). In the first and
second time slot, Transceivers 1 and 2 transmit their data to all relays, respectively.
The ith relay linearly combines the signals, received during the first two time slots,
and transmit the so-obtained signal in the third time slot, see Figs. 3.2-4 . Using vector


























Figure 3.4: TDBC scheme, phase 3
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p1 f1s1 + ν1 (3.1)
x2 =
√
p2 f2s2 + ν2 (3.2)
where x1 and x2 are the nr × 1 complex vectors of the signals received by the relays
during the corresponding time slots, p1 and p2 are the transmit powers of Transceivers 1
and 2, respectively, s1 and s2 are the information symbols transmitted by Transceivers 1
and 2, respectively, ν1 and ν2 are the nr × 1 complex vectors of the relay noises, and
f1 , [f11 f21 . . . fnr1]
T
f2 , [f12 f22 . . . fnr2]
T
are the vectors of the channel coefficients between the relays and Transceivers 1 and 2,
respectively. Having defined p1 and p2 as the transmit powers of the two transceivers,
implies that E{|s1|2} = E{|s2|2} = 1. In the third time slot, the ith relay multiplies
the signals, received in the first and second time slots, by complex weights w∗i1 and w
∗
i2,
respectively, and then, transmits this new signal to both transceivers. The nr×1 complex
vector t of the relay transmitted signals can then be expressed as
t = W1x1 +W2x2 (3.3)
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p1f1s1 + ν1) +W2(
√
p2f2s2 + ν2)] + n1 (3.4)
y2 = f
T




p1f1s1 + ν1) +W2(
√
p2f2s2 + ν2)] + n2 (3.5)
where nk is the noise at the kth transceiver, for k = 1, 2.
As aT (Bc) = bT (Ac), where A = diag(a) and B = diag(b), we rewrite (3.4) and (3.5),



























2 (F2ν2) + n2 , (3.7)
where, F1 = diag(f1), F2 = diag(f2), w1 = diag(W1), and w2 = diag(W2).
It is noteworthy that the first term in (3.6) is known as the self-interference as it depends
on the signal s1 transmitted by Transceiver 1 during the first time slot. Given the fact
that s1, p1, and f1 are known to Transceiver 1 and that the weight vectors w1 is going to
be calculated at this transceiver, the first term in (3.6) is known to Transceiver 1. Hence,
this term can be subtracted from y1 and the residual signal can be used by Transceiver 1
to detect the information symbol s2. Similarly, the second term in (3.7) can be subtracted
from y2 and the residual signal can be used by Transceiver 2 to extract the information
symbol s1. That is, the residual signals ỹ1 and ỹ2, defined as





















2 F1ν2 + n1︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise
(3.8)





















2 F2ν2 + n2︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise
, (3.9)
can be processed at their corresponding transceivers to extract the desired information
symbols. It is assumed that the noise process is zero-mean Gaussian and spatially white
with variance 1 ( n1 ∼ N (0, 1), n2 ∼ N (0, 1), ν1 ∼ N (0, I), and ν2 ∼ N (0, I)). Also,
suppose that the information symbols s1, s2 and the relay noise vectors ν1 and ν2 are all
assumed to be zero-mean mutually independent random variables or vectors. In addition,
we assume that f0 is the flat fading channel coefficient between the two transceivers. In
this case, during the first time slot, when Transceiver 1 transmits its information symbol,
s1 to all relays, Transceiver 2 also receives a signal which contains this information symbol.
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The received signal at Transceiver 2 can be written as
ŷ2 =
√
p1f0s1 + u2 (3.10)
where u2 is the received noise at Transceiver 2 measured during the first time slot.
Similarly, in the second time slot, Transceiver 2 transmits its information symbol, s2 to




p2f0s2 + u1 (3.11)
where u1 is the noise at Transceiver 1 measured during the second time slot. Combining


















p1a2s1 + ν2 (3.13)
where ȳk, k = {1, 2} is a vector containing the signals received from the relays and direct
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In the next section, we present a total power minimization approach to obtain the
design parameters for the cases with a direct link. To obtain the transmit powers p1 and
p2 as well as the relay weight vectors w1 and w2, we minimize the total transmit power
consumed in the whole network subject to two constraints on the transceivers’ received
SNRs to ensure a minimum level of QoS is guaranteed for each transceiver.
3.2 Total Power Minimization
In this section, our goal is to find the beamforming weights {wi1}nri=1 and {wi2}nri=1 as
well as the transceiver transmit powers p1 and p2 such that the total transmit power PT,
dissipated in the whole network, is minimized while the received SNRs are required to
be larger than given pre-defined thresholds γ1 > 0 and γ2 > 0. Mathematically, we solve




subject to SNR1 ≥ γ1 and SNR2 ≥ γ2
where SNRk is defined as the ratio of the desired signal power Ps,k to the noise power
Pn,k at the kth transceiver, for k = 1, 2. It is worth mentioning that the SNR thresholds
γ1 and γ2 can be chosen either based on a minimum un-coded symbol error rate criterion
or based on a minimum rate (in information theory sense) criterion. We now discuss
the implications each of these two criteria will have on the performance of the underly-
ing bi-directional three-time-slot TDBC-based distributed beamforming. To do so, note
that in [1], a similar approach is used to design bidirectional two-time-slot MABC-based
distributed beamforming algorithms. Comparing the data model presented in [1] and
with the model in (3.12) and (3.13), we note that the degrees of freedom offered by the
model in (3.12) and (3.13) are twice as many as those offered by the MABC data model
used in [1]. Indeed, in (3.12) and (3.13), each relay uses two complex coefficients to
amplify and forward its received signal while in the data model of [1], each relay can
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use only one complex coefficient for AF relaying. This argument suggests that for any
given QoS constraint in terms of SNR, i.e., for any given fixed pair of (γ1, γ2), the TDBC
technique is expected to outperform the MABC approach. Such an argument is based
on the requirement that the two techniques are compared at equal SNR thresholds, or
equivalently, at equal probability of un-coded symbol error. There is yet another aspect
of the TDBC method which has to be taken into account. This aspect has to do with the
fact that in this method, each transceiver suffers from two noise terms that it receives
from the relays, while in the MABC technique, the relay noises appear in one noise term
at each transceiver. As can be seen from (3.12) and (3.13), the relay noises contribute
to the noise of Transceivers 1 and 2 as wH1 F1ν1 + w
H
2 F1ν2 and w
H
1 F2ν1 + w
H
2 F2ν2,
respectively. Therefore in the TDBC approach, those additional degrees of freedom are
to be used optimally to strike a balance between minimizing the total transmit power on
one hand, and attenuating the total noise (including the additional noise term) on the
other hand. As such, the expectation that the TDBC approach outperforms the MABC
method may not come true as it is not clear upfront whether those additional degrees of
freedom are sufficient to satisfy the SNR constraints, while resulting in a minimum total
transmit power which is significantly lower than that of the MABC approach. This is
one aspect of our investigation in this work.
Another aspect of our work is that if we compare these two schemes at equal rate, the
story will be different. Assume that we would like to guarantee that the data rates, in the
Shannon sense, for these two schemes are not smaller than R1 and R2. For the MABC

















2 are the SNR thresholds for the two-pase MABC approach, i.e., they
replace γ1 and γ2, respectively, while designing an MABC-based two-way network beam-
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former as in [1]. Now assume that we would like to design a TDBC-based two-way
network beamformer which guarantees the same rates R1 and R2 for Transceivers 1 and

















2 are the SNR thresholds for the three-time-slot (three-phase) data
model in (3.10) and (3.11) in (3.14), i.e., they replace γ1 and γ2, respectively, while
designing a TDBC-based beamformer. Comparing (3.15) with (3.17) and (3.16) with
(3.18), we observe that in order to guarantee the same data rates for both schemes,








2 . This means that to provide the
same data rates as the MABC technique provides, the TDBC method requires more
stringent constraints. This will in turn results in higher total transmit power for the





2 , are used to guarantee a probability of un-coded symbol error equal to
that offered by the MABC scheme.
A question that is worth answering is that when a certain pair of data rates is required,
whether the additional degrees of freedom offered by the TDBC method prevails or
the bandwidth efficiency offered by the MABC approach is dominant. To answer this
question, we first need to design a TDBC-based two-way network beamformer using the
total power minimization approach. To do so, we write the average (per channel use)




(p1 + p2 + pr) (3.19)
where the factor 1
3
is used to indicate per channel use average, pr is the relay transmit
power during the third time slot and it is given by
pr , E{tHt} = wH1 B1w1 +wH2 B2w2 . (3.20)
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Here, Bk , E {diag(x∗k)diag(xk)}, for k = 1, 2 and we have used the fact that Wkxk =
diag(xk)wk. Using (3.1) and (3.2), the matrixes B1 and B2 can be expressed as
B1 = p1D1 + I (3.21)
B2 = p2D2 + I (3.22)
where Dk = diag(f
∗
k )diag(fk), for k = 1, 2. Here, we use the data models in (3.12) and
(3.13) to design our TDBC-based two-way network beamformer in the presence of the
direct link between the two transceivers. To do so, we note that the correlation matrix

























Also, as the noise vector ν1 is assumed to be Gaussian, the ML decoder at Transceiver




































where the subscript ’d’ is used to indicate that this SNR corresponds to the case where
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here, h , f1 ⊙ f2 and the following definitions are used




A1 , [0nr×nr Inr ], A2 , [Inr 0nr×nr ]
Q1 , blkdiag(D1,D1),







where, Q2 , blkdiag(D2,D2). Let us define D(p1, p2) = blkdiag(p1D1, p2D2). Therefore,
the total power minimization problem in the presence of the direct link is given by
min
p1,p2,w















+ p1|f0|2 ≥ γ2 .
where we have used the fact that wH1 w1 +w
H
2 w2 = w
Hw. It is worth mentioning that
as one might expect, the presence of the direct link results in higher received SNR at
both transceivers. This makes it easier to satisfy any SNR constraints as compared to
the case where the direct link does not exists. It is noteworthy that the optimization
problem (3.28) is not convex.The optimization problem in (3.28) can be equivalently
written as an unconstrained optimization problem1. Note at the optimum, the inequality
constraints in (3.28) will be satisfied with equality. Otherwise, if, for example, the first
constraint in (3.28) is satisfied with inequality at the optimum, then the optimal p2 can
be scaled down to satisfy this constraint with equality. This, however, further reduces the
objective function in (3.28), thereby contradicting the optimality. Hence, the inequality
constraints in (3.28) are satisfied with equality. Using this observation, the transceiver
1Here we follow the footsteps of the approach used in [1], to convert a constrained optimization
problem (different from the one considered above) to an equivalent unconstrained optimization problem.
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HA1w + |f0|2(1 +wHQ1w)
. (3.30)
We now use (3.29) and (3.30) to turn the optimization problem (3.28) into the fol-


















where R2 , A
H
2 D1A2 = blkdiag(D1, 0nr×nr), R1 , A
H
1 D2A1 = blkdiag(0nr×nr ,D2),
h2 , A
H
1 h = [01×nr
T hT ]T , and h1 , A
H
2 h = [h
T 01×nr
T ]T .
Let α , [αT1 α
T
2 ]
T and θ , [θT1 θ
T
2 ]
T , where αj and θj are, respectively, the vectors
of the amplitudes and the phases of different entries of wj , for j = 1, 2. As R1, R2, Q1,








TR1α). As a result the optimization






























= |αTj b|2 = αTj bbTαj
(3.33)
for j = 1, 2. Here, bi and φi, are the amplitude and the phase of the ith entry of
h, respectively, b , [b1, b2, . . . , bnr ], and, αij and θij are the ith entries of αj and θj ,
respectively. The maximum in (3.33) is achieved when θij = φi is chosen, for any i and
for j = 1, 2. This means that the phase of the ith entry of wj has to match to the phase
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of ith entry of h which is equal to the aggregated phase of the channel coefficients from
the ith relay to the two transceivers. That is θij = φi = ∠fi1 + ∠fi2, for any i and for
j = 1, 2. Defining b1 , [b
T 01×nr
T ]T and b2 , [01×nr













The optimization problem (3.34) can be solved using a gradient based steepest descent
method. This method may however lead to a local minimum. In what follows, we
develop a SOCP-based method to obtain the globally optimal solution to (3.28). Note
that the forthcoming SOCP-based solution, although optimal, has a higher computational
complexity as compared to the steepest descent method which can also be used to solve
(3.34). Therefore, it is presented here only as a means to benchmark the performance
of the steepest descent method in our numerical examples and to show that the steepest
descent method performs very close to the optimum.
To develop an SOCP-based solution to the optimization problem (3.28), we first


















HA2 − (γ2 − p1|f0|2)Q2)w ≥ γ2 (3.38)
It follows from (3.37) that if for a given value of p1, the matrix (p1A
H
2 hh
HA2 − (γ2 −
p1|f0|2)Q2) is negative definite, then the optimization problem (3.28) becomes infeasible.
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(γ1 − p2|f0|2)Q1) is negative definite, then the optimization problem (3.28) becomes
infeasible. Therefore, for any given pair of p1 and p2, the optimization problem (3.28)








HA2 − γ̃2Q2 = Q1/22 (p1Q−1/22 AH2 hhHA2Q−1/22 − γ̃2I)Q1/22 (3.40)
are non-negative definite, where the following definitions are used
γ̃1 = γ1 − p2|f0|2
γ̃2 = γ2 − p1|f0|2 .





















































Adding the conditions in (3.36), (3.35), (3.43) and (3.44), to the optimization problem
(3.28) will not lead to any loss in optimality, and thus, leads us to the following opti-































For any pair of p1 and p2 which satisfy the last two constraints in (3.45), the inner
minimization can be written as
min
w
wH(D(p1, p2) + I)w (3.46)











− |f0|2)(1 +wHQ2w) .
Using the fact that (D(p1, p2)+I),Q1, andQ2 are all diagonal matrices, we observe that if












, for any values
of phase rotations β1 and β2 , the value of the objective function and the constraints will
not change. This means that the new vector w̃ is also a solution to (3.46). Hence, without
loss of optimality, we can rotate the phase of w2 such that w
HAH1 h = w
H
2 h is a real and
positive number. Similarly, we can rotate the phase of w1 such that w
HAH2 h = w
H
1 h is
also a real and positive number. Therefore,
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min
w
wH(D(p1, p2) + I)w (3.47)












and Im{wHAH1 h} = 0
and Im{wHAH2 h} = 0 .
For any feasible pair (p1, p2), the optimization problem in (3.47) turns out to be an SOCP
problem. Therefore, we can devise an algorithm by conducting a two-dimensional search
















with a sufficient grid. Then, for each vertex of this grid, we solve the corresponding
SOCP problem as in (3.47) and obtain the corresponding value of the total transmit
powers (i.e., the value of the objective function in (3.45)). The pair of (p1, p2) with the
lowest total transmit power is introduced as the solution to (3.45). As can be seen, this
method involves a two-dimensional search and SOCP programming and this can be com-
putationally expensive. Nevertheless we use this method to benchmark the performance
of the steepest descent method used to solve (3.34).
Chapter 4
Assessment
In our numerical examples, we consider a network with 10 relay nodes where, in each sim-
ulation run, the channel vectors f1 and f2 are generated as complex zero-mean Gaussian




the direct link channel coefficient f0 is generated in each simulation run, as a complex
zero-mean Gaussian random variable with variance σ2f0 . As these channel coefficients are
assumed to be known at the two transceivers, then σ2f1 , σ
2
f2
, and σ2f0 are the measures of
the quality of the corresponding channels. The noise power is assumed to be equal to 1
(0 dBW).
In Fig. 4.1, we have plotted the average values of minimum total transmit powers
versus the SNR threshold γ , γ1 = γ2, for different values of the quality of the direct
link as measured by σ2f0 . Note that the case σ
2
f0
= −∞ corresponds to the scenario where
there is no direct link between the two transceivers. In this figure, we have compared the
performance of the SOCP-based algorithms with that of the steepest descent techniques.
As can be seen from this figure, the steepest algorithms (for both cases with and without
direct link) perform very closely to the optimal SOCP-based methods. In this figure, for
the case with no direct link (σ2f0 = − inf), we have chosen the upper limit of p1 and p2 to
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be sufficiently large numbers and the grid is fine enough in each scenario to ensure that
the solutions are of sufficiently high precision.
In the reminder of our numerical examples, we use only the steepest descent based so-
lutions as the SOCP based techniques can be computationally expensive. Note that our
goal here is to show that the TDBC approach can offer performance gains over the MABC
method even with quasi-optimal steepest descent gradient-based solutions.
Fig. 4.2 illustrates the performance of MABC and TDBC based network beamformers
in terms of the average minimum total transmit powers versus γ for the no-direct link
scenario. In this figure, the minimum total transmit powers for the MABC-based ap-
proach obtained as in [1] is divided by 2 and is then compared to the average values of PT
as given in (3.19). As can be seen from this figure, the TDBC-based approach performs
only slightly better than the MABC-based method. As mentioned earlier, the TDBC
method, on one hand, offers additional degrees of freedom, and on the other hand, this
method suffers, compared to the MABC technique, from one additional noise term at
each transceiver, as shown in (3.12) and (3.13). Fig. 4.2 shows that these two properties
of the TDBC method pull this technique in opposite directions, thereby resulting in a
performance which is not significantly better that of the MABC approach.
However, one should take into account that this comparison is fair only if the SNR
threshold γ, is chosen to ensure a certain probability of un-coded symbol error. In that
sense, these two approaches seem to be performing very close to each other. However, if
the data rate is considered, the MABC-based network beamformer offers a higher data
rate when compared to the TDBC-based counterpart. The reason, as explained earlier,
is that the MABC-based method requires two time slots to accomplish the exchange of
two information symbols between the two transceivers, while the TDBC-based approach
takes three time slots. This phenomenon is shown in Fig. 4.3, where we have plotted
the average values of the minimum total transmit powers versus the corresponding rates
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of the two methods. As can be observed from this figure, the MABC-based network
beamformer offers, in average, a transmit power advantage of 2 to 10 dBW for the data
rates in the range of 0.5 to 3.3 bits/channel use, when compared to the TDBC-based
network beamformer. This figure illustrates the advantage of using the MABC approach
when symbols are to be channel-coded to achieve a certain data rate.
Figs. 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 compare the performance of the MABC-based method with that
of the TDBC-based network beamformer for the cases where the direct link exists and
its quality, measured by σ2f0 , ranges from -20 to 20 dB. The difference between these
three figures lies in the values of σ2f1 = σ
2
f2
chosen for each figure. As can be seen from
these figures, the TDBC approach can outperform the MABC technique if the quality of
the direct link is strong enough compared to the quality of relay-transceiver links. This
is due to the fact that the MABC-based approach cannot benefit from the availability
of the direct link between the two transceivers, while the TDBC method can optimally
benefit from such a direct link. Interestingly enough, as the quality of the direct link
improves, the TDBC-based method starts to outperform the MABC-based approach for
a wider range of data rates. As the minimum required data rate is increased, the corre-
sponding SNR thresholds increase faster for the TDBC-based approach when compared
to MABC-based method and thus the minimum total transmit power for TDBC-based
method increases faster. For low values of data rate, however, the TDBC-based method
has a lower minimum total transmit power due to the fact that this method can benefit
from the existence of the direct link between the two transceivers. As the required data
rate is increased, this advantage of TDBC-based method is traded for the increase in the
minimum required data rate. Also, for any required data rate, the TDBC-based method
outperforms its MABC-based counterpart for large values of the quality of the direct link.
As the quality of this link deteriorates, TDBC-based method has to use exceedingly more
power in the relay signals to ensure that the required data rates are guaranteed. Fig. 4.7
illustrates that for σ2f1 = σ
2
f2
= 0 dB, the average minimum total transmit power and
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average relay power decreases about 13 dBW as the quality of the direct link improves
from -20 dB to 20 dB.
Fig. 4.8 shows that for σ2f1 = σ
2
f2
= 0 dB and expected γ = 26 dB, when the di-
rect link is poor, the average power allocated to all relays is 24.45 dBW assigned from
the total minimum average power 28.54 dBW, so the average power allocated to both
transceivers is 4.09 dBW. Furthermore, by increasing the quality of the direct link, for
example σ2f0 = 20 dB, the difference between the total minimum average power and the
power allocated to the relays increases to 13.7 dBW. In other word, by having a better
quality direct channel, the system intends to use the direct link. And the same scenario
applies for other values of γ.
Assuming γ = 6 dB, Fig. 4.9 shows the average values of p1 and p2 in p1-p2 plane




average transmit powers of both transceivers decreases. The highest values of these
powers correspond to the case where the direct link between the two transceivers is very
weak. Fig. 4.10 shows the same values as Fig. 4.9, except that p1 and p2 have now been
normalized to their corresponding maximum values, namely (γ2/|f0|2) and (γ1/|f0|2),
respectively. This figure shows that as the quality of the direct channel improves, the
optimal values of p1 and p2 approach the corresponding maximum values. It follows from
this observation that when a very strong direct link exists between the two transceivers,
the TDBC-approach automatically assigns a very small amount of the total transmit
power to the relays and uses almost all available network power to enable a direct time
division scheme for two-way communication between the two transceivers. This can be
easily explained using (3.47): as p1 → γ2|f0|2 and p2 →
γ1
|f0|2
, and all of the entries of w tend
to zero, implying that the relays will be shut off when the direct link is much stronger
than the relay-transceiver links.
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Figure 4.1: The average values of minimum total transmit powers versus the SNR thresh-
old γ, for the steepest descent algorithm and the optimal SOCP-based method and for
different values σ2f0 .
To summarize, we now answer the question whether a two-phase protocol is better
than a three phase protocol: we have shown that in the absence of a direct link between
the two transceivers, if the quality of service constraints are imposed to guarantee the
same probabilities of error at the two transceivers, then the TDBC- and MABC-based
two-way network beamforming techniques perform closely. However, if the SNR con-
straints are used to guarantee certain data rates, then the MABC approach outperforms
the TDBC-based technique. When a direct link exists between the two transceivers, the
TDBC method can outperform the MABC counterpart even if the QoS constraints are
used to guarantee certain rates.
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Figure 4.2: The average values of minimum transmit powers versus the SNR threshold
γ, for MABC- and TDBC-based schemes.
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Rates R2 and R3 (bits/channel use)
Figure 4.3: The average values of the minimum total transmit powers versus the data
rate, for MABC- and TDBC-based schemes.
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TDBC-based method, σ2f0 = −10 dB
TDBC-based method, σ2f0 = −5 dB
TDBC-based method, σ2f0 = 0 dB
TDBC-based method, σ2f0 = 5 dB
TDBC-based method, σ2f0 = 10 dB
TDBC-based method, σ2f0 = 15 dB


























Rates R2 and R3 (bits/channel use)
Figure 4.4: The average values of the minimum total transmit powers for MABC-based
method and for TDBC-based method with different values of σ2f0 and for σ
2
f1
= σ2f2 = −10
dB.
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Rates R2 and R3 (bits/channel use)
Figure 4.5: The average values of the minimum total transmit powers for MABC-based
method and for TDBC-based method with different values of σ2f0 and for σ
2
f1
= σ2f2 = 0
dB.
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TDBC-based method, σ2f0 = −15 dB
TDBC-based method, σ2f0 = −10 dB
TDBC-based method, σ2f0 = −5 dB
TDBC-based method, σ2f0 = 0 dB
TDBC-based method, σ2f0 = 5 dB
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TDBC-based method, σ2f0 = 15 dB


























Rates R2 and R3 (bits/channel use)
Figure 4.6: The average values of the minimum total transmit powers for MABC-based
method and for TDBC-based method with different values of σ2f0 and for σ
2
f1
= σ2f2 = 10
dB.
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Figure 4.7: The average values of the minimum total transmit power of the TDBC-based
beamformer versus the quality of the direct link, σ2f0 , and for different values of the SNR
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the average values of the minimum total transmit power and
the average values of the relay power of the TDBC-based beamformer versus the quality
of the direct link, σ2f0 , and for different values of the SNR threshold γ; σ
2
f1
= σ2f2 = 0 dB.
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for γ = 6 dB.
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The average values of
p1
(γ2/|f0|2)
Figure 4.10: The average values of p1 and p2, normalized to their corresponding maximum




We compared the performance of two bi-directional network beamforming schemes, namely
the two-phase multiple access broadcast channel (MABC) strategy and the three-phase
time division broadcast channel (TDBC) protocol, under joint optimal power control
and beamforming design. It is expected that the TDBC approach will be inferior to
its MABC counterpart due to the loss in the data rate. Such a comparison, however,
ignores the fact the TDBC approach benefits from one additional degree of freedom per
relay. Moreover, the TDBC approach can benefit from the existence of a direct link
between the two transceivers. To take these potential advantages of the TDBC approach
into account, we herein devised a TDBC-based bi-directional network beamformers, via
minimization of the total power consumed in the whole network, subject to QoS con-
straints, for the case with a direct link between the two transceivers. The corresponding
power minimization problems are solved using the transceiver transmit powers as well
as relay beamforming weights as design parameters, thus resulting in a jointly optimal
power allocation and beamforming design. We devised optimal SOCP-based solutions as
well as fast gradient-based solutions to these problems. Our numerical results show that
these fast gradient-based solutions perform very closely to their corresponding optimal
SOCP-based solutions.
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We then use these solutions to numerically compare the performance of the TDBC-
based approach to that of the MABC-based technique developed in [1]. Our numerical
example illustrate that in the case when no direct link exists between the two transceivers
and when the QoS constraints are imposed to meet certain given probabilities of un-
coded error (or, equivalently, to meet certain signal-to-noise ratio constraints), these two
schemes perform closely in terms of the minimum total transmit power. However, when
the QoS constraints are used to guarantee certain given rates, the TDBC-based scheme
is outperformed by the MABC counterpart. In the case when a direct link exists between
the two transceivers, the TDBC approach can outperform the MABC-based technique,
even for rate satisfying QoS constraints, provided that the direct link is strong enough.
This advantage of the TDBC method over the MABC protocol has to do with the fact
the TDBC approach allows the two transceivers to exchange information directly in the
first two time slots (i.e., in the time division phase), if a direct link exists between them.
Indeed, in each of the first two time slots, one of the transceivers is transmitting and the
other one is not, thus the “quiet” transceiver can “listen” to the transmitting transceiver
and use, to its own benefit, the corresponding received signal in combination with the sig-
nals it receives from the relays to recover its desired information more reliably. However,
in the MABC approach, regardless of the strength of the direct link, such communication
is not possible as the two transceivers transmit and receive simultaneously.
The goal in this paper was to show that the TDBC approach can outperform the MABC
method. This was shown for single-antenna relays using a total transmit power mini-
mization technique, subject to QoS constraints. Investigating whether similar results can
be obtained, for instance, for multi-antenna relays and/or using a sum-rate maximization
approach subject to total or individual power constraints are also interesting topics for
future research. The message we would like to convey is that the TDBC approach should
not be rejected outright due to its seemingly lower bandwidth efficiency. We expect to
see that the TDBC approach can outperform the MABC method under favorable condi-
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tions on the direct link between the two transceivers. This is of course subject to further
investigations.
5.1 Future Work
As we mentioned in Chapter 2, a lot of works have been done on the MIMO and OFDM-
based bidirectional relay networks specially using AF method. However, considering the
side-information in the TDBC approach has not been applied for MIMO and OFDM-
based networks. These topics can be investigated and used to compare with the corre-
sponding works on the MABC scheme.
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